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Abstract. The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) must be radically improved and 
prioritised to reflect the existential challenges to all life on earth. Global feedback and many 
reports have confirmed that the SDGs need to be better articulated, funded and supported, 
or they will continue to fail. When the global stakes are so high, can individual countries 
aim for real sustainability while the world's rich and powerful economies follow selfish 
agendas? The Paris Agreement overshadowed efforts made by the SDGs to empower global 
support for the common good. Why was Climate Change not prioritised better? We review 
more beneficial ideas and options, providing a framework of lenses to develop better 
strategies to deliver the 5Ps of People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership for the long 
term. While prioritising Goal #13 Climate Action, the United Nations will better meet the 
world's needs by including the missing Goal #18, 'LifeBEAM RLE, care for all Life in the 
Biosphere, Earth, Air, and Microbes. When the SDGs are revised using 'Responsible Living 
Economy' (RLE) principles, they can be better optimised, encouraging environmentally 
positive shifts in every sector to meet planetary boundaries. Halfway through the UN Agenda 
2030 is the perfect time for this revision. 

1.  Introduction 
It is now both the best of times and the most challenging of times. [Cue the music intro for Mission 
“Responsible” or similar (https://youtu.be/7alss3sDJdg) ©Sony/ATV Melody, Voice over with some 
sense of urgency] Will the dominant species make the 2030 timeline to put in place some workable 
form of a truly ‘Responsible Living Economy’ or will the current ruling elite continue to cause 
declines in global health and safety, homeland dispossession, species extinction and runaway 
Climate Change? We need to revitalise the SDGs by adding accountable common sense thinking to 
enable the significant evolution required “to align socioeconomic development with environmental 
sustainability” (Hametner, 2022), and the response needs to be global. 

Multiple indicators from the aptly called “Great Acceleration” (Thunberg, 2022, p. 39; Head et 
al., 2022) show that humanity continues to be capable with technology and culpable in its 
consequences. We must upgrade our processes to keep the good and lose the bad. Being ‘fully 
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responsible and accountable’ needs to be the new catchphrase to reverse the trends of past practices 
driven by ‘profit at any cost’. These nature-negative practices need to be curbed by everyone across 
society (Readfearn, 2023). Through their reach, acceptance and understanding, the SDGs are the 
perfect framework for implementing these changes, but their priorities and lack of progress are very 
concerning. Many opportunities exist for radical improvement and a deeper understanding of the 
options and directions needed to create what is essentially a ‘responsibility revolution’. Much more 
than just ethics, it means getting right what scientific consensus deems necessary and putting in 
place measures to ensure it gets done. We have initiated and accessed global input on this movement 
to accelerate the practice of developing prevention over cure. 

The idea of a truly ‘Responsible Living Economy’(RLE) allows a positive and easily understood 
phrase to adjust directions to allow all life to thrive. By dynamically combining and employing the 
excellent ideas of Regeneration (Hawken, 2021; Figueres and Rivett-Carnac, 2020), Circular 
Economy (Friant, Vermeulen and Salomone, 2020; 2021) and Responsible Design thinking 
(Fridman, Meron and Roberts, 2022), these processes can assist in reversing many current 
concerning trends. They go beyond the Precautionary Principle to account for ever-increasing 
industrialisation with the ideas of caring for the environment and species by increasing integrity, 
accountability, stewardship, long-term thinking and appropriate action. These ideas have been 
significantly growing trends in business, travel, financing, and design and have made good progress 
in many avenues since our earlier paper (Campbell and Campbell, 2021; Jonas, 1985). Beyond Apex 
Design Mode, it is time to be the Apex Predator ‘in reverse’ using our tools, guile, memory, 
communication and cooperation for good. We need to enhance and grow this direction in all we do 
to support the RLE, in a perpetual loop, like a Mobius strip, an infinite symbol of positive action, 
improvement and revision. We aim to launch a new strategic concept to kick-start and further 
develop this method with related cooperative initiatives and invite others to follow suit. 

 
Table 1. SDGs lack of progress to 2023, graphs from UN reports.  

Green is Good, Red = stagnation or regression. 
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2.  Literature Reviews 
Early in 2023, the UN Secretary-General released the report "Progress towards the Sustainable 
Development Goals: Towards a Rescue Plan for People and Planet" (May 2023, final version 
available in Sept. 2023). It urgently advised that at the mid-way point towards 2030, most SDGs are 
moderately to severely off-track. It highlighted prime areas for renewed progress, starting with 
Climate Change, financial and economic systems, followed by numerous other necessary actions. 

While frank and broad reaching, we note that the report is limited by several critical factors, 
mainly the original goals descriptions, areas of focus and their inherent contradictions. We briefly 
analyse the broader issues covered and compare them with recent papers to show why this has 
limited their success. The UN report says that going beyond Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is a new 
direction. We agree; the Doughnut Economics paper (Ross 2020) and Doughnut Economics Action 
Lab (DEAL, 2020) show that increasing GDP will exacerbate current dilemmas, ignoring the 
'planetary boundaries'. We add that exchanging SEEA (System of Environmental-Economic 
Accounting, 2012) wherever appropriate is a significant step worthy of expansion. 

To show more positive trends, we highlight several areas deserving greater clarity, acceptance, 
focus and understanding across the community. Authoritative works such as The Climate Book 
(Thunberg, 2022) and The Responsible Company (Chouinard and Stanley, 2016) confirm that empty 
rhetoric needs to be replaced with genuine action that is proven to work (Jones and Fowler, 2022) 
and a major climate response website (Project Drawdown: Carbon reduction plan) gives clear 
instructions on what to do for this major issue (Singh et al., 2021; Mauerhofer, 2021; Keitsch and 
Vermeulen, 2020). 

 
Figure 1. A selection of authoritative reference. 

 
 

While the SDGs’ progress is too slow, working to reverse inequalities holds much promise for 
enabling more equitable changes and carbon-positive effects with inclusive economic development 
(Humpenöder et al., 2022; Ashford et al., 2020; Motesharrei, Rivas and Kalnay, 2014) and 
regeneration (Project Regeneration, 2023). Oxfam has good suggestions on how to pay for these 
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changes, “How we must tax the super-rich now to fight inequality”, (Christensen et al., 2023) to 
which we add the suggestion that the proceeds of all gambling and a percentage of military budgets 
should also be redirected to similar SDG priorities. There is room for additional "outside-the-box" 
elements to accelerate success in these critical subjects. We explain an outline for the proposed new 
Goal#18 which includes integrating the RLE concept in practice. Reviews of some more recent 
trends in energy, AI and greenwashing are shown for comparisons, antidotes and unrealised benefits 
to the goals. 

Issues of ever-increasing populations engaged in massive over-consumption (Somebody Else's 
Problem, Crocker, 2017) and increasing resource extraction (Ahmed et al., 2020; Baloch, Mahmood 
and Zhang, 2019) place many dangerous tipping points under immediate threat (McKay et al., 2022). 
This combination requiring increasing extractive processes demands massive and positive change 
along with reassessing old habits that serve no good future purpose. 

 
Figure 2. A small selection of reference to help form a truly ‘RLE’. 

 

3.  Methodology 
Over some decades, an emerging theme around how challenging it was to promote Responsible 
Design thinking and action began to match similar difficulties with lack of traction that the UN 
SDGs were experiencing. Our earlier papers and feedback confirmed that responsible EcoDesign 
(Enabling design for environmental good, 2022) applied across industry, everyday living and the 
SDGs, holds the greatest capacity to increase global benefits. Developing these ideas of combining 
earlier regenerative methods and global ecological best practice with ethical realities should 
continue. To increase uptake, we cast a wide net, reaching conference attendees, designers and 
LinkedIn connections around the world with the message to “think global, act local, share your 
successes widely and repeat”. 

We structured open and direct questions to explore in an international survey: Do you think 
sustainability is an important concept? Is reducing carbon emissions an important issue and who 
should be responsible for doing this? Could being more targeted in caring for the Biosphere better 
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explain its key value and importance? What is your awareness of SDGs and what relevance do you 
think they hold? This ongoing qualitative survey was conducted via digital, telephone and live 
interviews. Survey participants included 18yrs - 70yrs within a cross-section of varied ethnicity and 
working sectors in industry, business and community. Research was conducted over 1.5 yrs.  

Surveys and interviews were undertaken. Indications from the findings of ongoing global 
qualitative research confirmed our earlier paper's direction that an advanced assemblage of these 
ideas and approaches is essential to improve SDGs success levels. Further recent and related peer-
reviewed papers suggest two significant points of note: the world may not be getting less morally 
proactive, The illusion of moral decline (Mastroianni and Gilbert, 2023), and the global North 
(Hickel, Dorninger, et al., 2022; Horner, R. et al. 2018) has a lot to answer for after centuries of 
inequity that must be more accountable and rebalanced. We can succeed much more with the SDGs 
by working with these considerations. 

Our method includes analysing complex and open questions from a series of emails, digital media 
requests, telephone and live interviews. We received 126 responses after asking 2,367 colleagues, 
connections and associates to review our earlier paper for reference and respond to this question, 
“How may we help nurture a genuinely ‘Responsible Living Economy’?” We received an insightful 
variety of thoughtful responses and additions for which we have included a summary and 
interpretation in our paper and discussion. The common theme of being equitable, accountable and 
conserving the complete variety of life became clear. 

4.  Results and Discussion 
One significant insight stood out in the survey responses relating to the use of the Hippocratic Oath. 
An innovation and technical consultant in Switzerland reminded us that doctors have a Hippocratic 
Oath, where they swear to protect life. Valuable insights (Askitopoulou and Vgontzas, 2018; 
Oxtoby, 2016) show that in the revised forms, the oath still holds relevance, value and good ethical 
grounding for physicians. We also agreed that working within a fully functioning RLE, such 
practices should already be incorporated into the fabric of the whole society. This paper is a ‘best 
possible effort’ aimed at covering the significant issues, the better options and getting support in all  
forms available to progress these essential developments. It is more aspirational than directional. 

Emerging themes from survey participant discussions confirmed the need for more scope and 
capacity for the UN to drive countries to achieve identified targets and goals within the SDG 
categories. This resulted in further consideration of options and actions to manage the accelerating 
climate change crisis and related existential threats. After time, several ideas became obvious; one 
specifically resonated that it may be better to think of the earth's biosphere as just one single entity, 
so that caring for it would become the primary goal of a truly 'Responsible Living Economy'. The 
supplementary questions are now about how we deal with the entirely too careless and destructively 
dangerous actions of economies where "more than 50% of excess consumption in rich nations is net 
appropriated from poorer nations in the Global South" (Hickel et al., 2022). The further discussion 
is to prioritise climate change reversal with goal #13 while advancing #14, #15, #10 and the newly 
suggested #18, all to urgently reduce global existential threats. 

Our world is filled with life in many forms in amazing and complex symbiotic relationships. 
Many documentaries show its stunning beauty and diversity. David Attenborough's series 
(Wikipedia contributors, 2023) exemplifies this genre. A vital component of an RLE is ensuring that 
our actions will likely benefit all life for the long term and quickly slow or stop all activities and 
practices that are detrimental to life. Individual responsibility is fundamental but increases for 
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corporations, countries and the world as a collective. We all share these excellent resources and the 
dire consequences of not properly looking after them. We shall work to explain the issues, 
relationships, and possibilities for this process to be well-supported, and we request more significant 
input and development of this concept. 

 
Figure 3. Life exists in a relatively thin zone encasing our planet, often called the biosphere. 

 
 
To assist a simple visualisation of the biosphere, if the Earth were the size of a bowling ball, say 

22cm dia. (8.6in), the biosphere would be roughly equivalent in thickness to a coat of paint. Within 
this, nearly all life exists. It is valuable to see it from this perspective as the Earth is massive at around 
12,734 km in diameter, whereas the biosphere is only around 20 km thick (12.4 miles). The ‘life-
zone’ is even thinner and varies 3 to 7 km (1.8 to 4.4 miles). We need to refocus global thinking to 
protect this thin, precious layer of life, not the planet, which is primarily rock in various forms that 
would likely survive without us again as it has before. 

To refocus on life, we add "the missing Goal 18", LifeBEAM for all Life in the Biosphere, Earth, 
Air and Microbes, to balance and complete the world's priorities. We add the first part of 
BIOSPHERE with its Targets and Indicators to focus on the main area in dire need of attention. It 
contains all life; while large, it is also quite fragile.  

We add the second part of EARTH, as in ecology and soil, to highlight that two areas here also 
need more care. The carbon sink in the earth is massive; it breathes, and farmers can systematically 
increase the carbon content by several means for better returns and more fertile soil. Fungi are 
nature's master recyclers, and the network of mycelium underground is as vast as it is incredible 
(Hawkins et al., 2023).  

We add the third part for AIR as it covers the globe and unites us as we all share it. Some write 
songs about it (Muranty, 2020). It holds much of the pollution humans create, causing Climate 
Change and gives or takes life depending on the pollution levels we allow (Glencross et al., 2020; 
Pope, 2004).  
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Figure 4. SDGs “missing Goal” #18 LifeBEAM RLE. For all Life in the Biosphere/Ecology, 
Earth/soil, Air and Microbes to prioritise the whole Biosphere. 

 
 
We add the fourth part of MICROBES as they are everywhere and need care too (Haavisto, 2023; 

The Microbiota Vault, 2018). Over half a human's body weight comprises microbes (in the gut, 
mouth, bowel, skin, blood, and more), so in some ways, we are each more microbes than we are 
human. This intricate symbiotic relationship bears many similarities with the world. All four of 
these parts need and deserve our care and protection from harmful chemicals, pesticides and other 
artificial toxins; otherwise, they will not function or survive. The acronym for this 'omnibus goal' is 
LifeBEAM; it is a balancing act. Making a goal of these four vital for Life elements embodies the 
Responsible Living Economy concept and encourages collaborative, responsible thinking to achieve 
more robust solutions for their care. Together Goal #18 is LifeBEAM RLE to properly care for them 
all as one. We would welcome the inclusion of other Goals as and where deemed appropriate for 
the major issues not yet covered and edit Goal #13 logo to add the ‘circle’ representing the biosphere 
we need to protect. 

An often ignored or undervalued issue is that of perspective. Most people and departments are 
comfortable when dealing with their standard terms of reference and areas of familiarity. In today's 
climate, they need to become used to seeing the more comprehensive picture(s). They will often say 
that it's "someone else's department". This response is one of the traps of "silo thinking", quite 
common in many areas, from education and academia to industry and party politics. Why this is 
important can be realised when multiple issues need to be addressed, especially in the global context. 
Those within their 'silo' may say, "We're already doing all we can", unable to recognise that different 
processes, connections or interrelations may be necessary to affect needed changes elsewhere. One 
such primary change is the perspective of the whole set of life on earth. Each silo is only one part, 
and unlikely to recognise how many essential symbiotic relationships exist from microbes to insects 
plus all animals, especially humans. Yes, most people realise there are relationships. Still, too few 
are comfortable with the concept that one event can have much effect elsewhere, such as the fact 
that soil from a windstorm in Africa or pollution from a wildfire in Canada can travel in the upper 
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atmosphere across continents. The intention is for individuals to grow the concept of respect and 
effect for other places, animals, people and life so that we may make more informed decisions now 
(Cribb, 2023), ensuring that ‘shared responsibilities’ are covered – balancing the BEAM.  

 
Figure 5. SDGs “missing Goal” #18 LifeBEAM RLE Targets & Indicators. 

 
 
A truly Responsible Living Economy (RLE) would be evident when the world community 

practises active self-awareness and assesses its actions, processes and directions using prioritised 
SDGs as a benchmark. It thrives on the cooperation and coopetition efforts of all participants, 
working across communities and businesses, with a reflective mutual arbitration process built into 
problem-solving to affect change and innovation, creating ideal solutions through applying 
responsible Design Thinking lenses (both "traditional Ethical" and "expanded Responsible" Tables 2 
and 3). The RLE differs from the SDGs by taking into closer consideration the consensus views of 
the world on priorities, inequities, targets, funding and directions. We encourage this process at 
multiple levels with a model option for organisations such as the Wentworth Group of concerned 
Scientists (2002) appointed by arbitrators or as part of a Board of Review (or similar collectives that 
are not politically, single-idea or direction entrenched) – independent, non-government, solution-
based policy reforms for the broader interest. The intent is to rebuild trust by being more 
accountable and responsible for every country, corporation and person's actions. The overriding 
purpose is to aim for a more equitable future for all countries and share more fairly the abundant 
wealth and significant hardships the world faces. The  UN Sustainable Development Solutions 
Networks (SDSN) is an official example. We see the benefits of a more informal collective that is 
more representative and inclusive of the greater society. Included would be “A Participatory 
Downscaling of Global Goals” (Moallemi et al., 2022; 2020) or similar themes to get better 
understanding and local uptake of the Goals. 

Active community participation by its citizens enhances the commitment and sense of belonging 
within the RLE. Some suggestions would be participation in extracurricular learnings from 
universities to appropriate international conferences to local councils on a wide variety of subjects. 
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Evidence of this trend of populations supporting climate action and sustainability-focused initiatives 
around the world is growing as people seek solutions to resolve major problems that confront us all. 
A good example is Greta Thunberg (2022) motivating youth and others to action. We now know we 
need to inspire and to act on positive initiatives worldwide as a matter of urgency, as we witness the 
UN admit that most goals and targets are stagnating or failing. 

The world is already progressing towards this model. We seek to affirm this with a more 
appropriate name. The proposed model encourages and expands to a wider net of engaging and 
inspiring our whole community to work/live in a truly Responsible Living Economy. This is a 
change of mindset, thinking and living towards our future continuation and survival as we would 
like it. Yes, changes are needed but it is a 'move toward a consciousness of survival’ that is the 
positive goal. Simple actions netting bigger corrections and changes are required to steer life back 
into the longer-term survival pathway. Local communities are proving the possibilities of change. 
World-wide examples are continuing; one of the authors was invited to participate in an 
international round table of designers (Design for Planet - Design Council, 2022) to workshop active 
methods for change in design at multiple levels; this is just one of many similar examples worth 
progressing. 

In Australia, the Society for Responsible Design (SRD, 2023), a non-profit group, has recently 
been approved as a full charity to advance education, culture and innovation. Over time members 
continue to work to advance changes in local communities toward transitioning to renewables and 
electrification; distributed energy resources and more efficient housing; participation in world 
webinars on sustainable initiatives in banking, superannuation and investments; agricultural soil 
and land management improvements; and in focus groups improving design and education 
to  information events empowering sustainable multi-disciplinary initiatives by the youth of the 
world. An early, prominent figure of the EcoDesign Foundation (which merged with SRD in 2003) 
suggests in his Defuturing book that “we must take responsibility for our world unmaking by placing 
sustain-ability at the forefront of our conduct, not just personally but through Design'' (Fry, 2020). 

At our local and national levels, community members are joining events to raise their voices of 
concern on multiple sustainable issues affecting them. These events ask participants to act on vital 
issues of concern and motivate together for change. The concept of a RLE is receiving very high 
positive survey responses from community members, which suggests it is also worthy of being 
introduced on a broader scale. With the experience of Covid-19 we are all realising what can be 
done at local, regional, national and international levels to activate solutions and improvements 
across many areas. Let us not lose this opportunity to advance. 

We would like to see RLE with annual independent reviews by humanity of the combined effects 
of all our actions on global health. At least Goals #10, 13, 14 ,15 & 18 need to be mandated in some 
form. Assisting the greater collective with a wide range of intelligent options to select and practise 
their own considered actions, assess their responses, and adjust their processes accordingly is our 
goal. For generations, the world has been subject to indoctrinations from ‘populate or perish’, never-
ending growth, to rampant consumerism and ‘natural gas’ only to find the reality is anything but 
long-term viable. To highlight just one, many realise that so-called ‘Natural Gas’ is not natural. 
Consisting mostly of methane, it has been forcibly pumped from deep underground, processed, 
scrubbed, filtered, then combined with smelly trace gases to give a slightly safer result. How would 
you market such a poisonous, climate-harming substance? In Australia, in the 1970s, it was 
promoted as “the living flame”, complete with young women in blue leotards dancing pirouettes in 
a circle and backed with a huge marketing campaign. Some companies continue to make massive 
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profits from the results. Traditionally we’ve relied on time to get the message out to review the facts 
that more people die in Australia from the unhealthy effects of air pollution than in the road toll of 
traffic accidents (Morton, 2023; Mortality rate globally by energy source | Statista, 2023). 

 
In parallel with the start of the SDGs, the Paris Agreement soon followed to better address 

Climate Change. Recently The Kunming-Montreal Global Biodiversity Framework (2022) has been 
agreed upon by 188 governments (95% of all 196 Parties). It stands to have a profound impact with 
an ambitious pathway to achieve the global vision of a world living in harmony with nature by 
2050. Key elements of the Framework are 23 targets for 2030 and 4 goals for 2050. These two 
significant initiatives show that further global cooperation can significantly enhance the SDGs. This 
process may need to continue for other goals, such as #10 Inequality if we want them to succeed by 
2030 and gain the flow-on effects such efforts would bring to the greater population. 

On international, national and local scales we have experimented over decades, working to better 
assist sustainability outcomes in several industries and communities. Notable initiatives include a 
first national website on Eco-Papers, public environmental information and film evenings, speaking 
at regional eco events and local Climate Soapbox days, support for related charities and tour visits 
plus interviews with eco-sites and design firms. 

It is noted that Artificial Intelligence (AI) is another technology that has been released for 
general usage without a complete understanding of its capabilities and possible negative 
consequences (Hagendorff, 2020; Jobin and Vayena, 2019). While AI benefits are likely, particularly 
with repetitive work, some of which will benefit environmental efforts with sensor monitoring and 
data processing, many challenges are apparent for undesired outcomes. It appears “time will tell” on 
this though we may ask again, Was it worth it? Where are the checks and balances in place globally? 
(Mittelstadt, 2019). Going beyond the Precautionary Principle should be a base, with intelligent 
development and technology reviews mandatory. Any new technology should only be used at a 
significant scale or commercially once it is proven safe. 

The consequences of greenwashing and continuing “business as usual” are many and becoming 
better understood. Some lacking creativity in corporations and advertising devised this form of 
misinformation and exaggeration. Now there is more impetus for bad examples to be exposed as 
punitive responses are starting to increase (Maks, 2023), and loss of market share is likely to follow. 
Closely related are Transparency and Integrity (Kretser et al., 2019), which is translating to the new 
currency of high-ranking corporates in many new and established guides (Corporate Knights, 2023; 
S&P Global, 2023) with nascent ecosystems (Schillebeeckx, 2022) and economy templates designed 
to put these concepts into global practice (What is ECG, 2021). These examples will form the 
language of an RLE and as a means of reviewing to reprioritise the SDGs. 

4.1.  Best practice examples: 
Our research and interviews warranted that we should better discuss current options and directions. 

 
Project Drawdown - Global Carbon Reduction 
Looking for exemplars to follow, we see the work of Project Drawdown (2023) as a well-

researched, logical, scientific and clearly presented example of Global Ecological Best Practice. Its 
mission: “To help the world stop climate change—as quickly, safely, and equitably as possible.” 
Their methodology: “by advancing effective, science-based climate solutions and strategies; 
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fostering bold, new climate leadership; and promoting new climate narratives and voices.” The 
project highlights ten sectors holding solutions and actions for implementation. 

We use the “Food, Agriculture, and Land Use” sector as an example with three major points: 1. 
Shifting diets and addressing food waste can significantly reduce the global demand for food. Eating 
lower on the food chain and ensuring what is grown gets eaten lowers farming inputs, land clearing, 
and associated emissions. 2. Deliberately protecting land and ecosystems stops activities that release 
carbon from vegetation and soil before they start. 3. Better agriculture practices can lower emissions 
from cropland and pastures, including methane generated by growing rice and raising ruminants, 
nitrous oxide emitted from manure and overusing fertilisers, and carbon dioxide released by 
disturbing soils 

The nine other sections of their website are equally insightful. They combine these data reviews 
to reveal the most efficient and cost-effective methods to reduce carbon emissions globally. Greater 
access to education for girls is one direction with many benefits, from inequality and population to 
health and opportunity. Their timeline reviews, prioritising protocols and Return on Investment 
analyses make their work substantive and easy to implement. All indicators and directions from 
Project Drawdown are worthy of inclusion within an operating RLE. 

 
The Climate Book (Thunberg, 2022) 
A book with this depth deserves its own review paper. It covers well the salient issues globally 

that need addressing. The authors often show the continuing problem of empty political and related 
promises, missed milestones and renewed rhetoric to placate the public with an all too short 
memory and a penchant for personality over substance or performance. The book skillfully casts a 
broad net to show many interrelated issues that individual countries will only solve when 
collaboration and innovation to succeed are engineered. Too many loopholes exist to explain away 
missed carbon targets, such as the "Biofuels are renewable fuels" when the result is the burning of 
forests, including old-growth carbon sinks. 

The Great Acceleration in using our earth's limited resources, while increasing toxic chemical 
loads, is sobering reading itself. When accompanied by statistics identifying species loss, habitat 
destruction and changing seasons, it is all the more challenging. The list of global experts the authors 
call upon is a testament to the messages they deliver as an authoritative group concerned with 
encouraging positive change now. Their wake-up call is missed at our peril. We are reminded that 
the insects, microbes, and soil need our help. Numerous ideas are raised to assist. A new awakening 
is required. The original SDGs are barely covered; presumably they think they are doomed to fail? 

 
'the responsible company'  
A recent article from Change Inc. (Hidde Middelweerd, 23 May 2023) in the EU leads with, 

"Patagonia prefers not to talk about sustainability: 'Responsibility makes much more impact'." We 
recommend referencing the book, the responsible company (Chouinard and Stanley, 2016, p. 27-31 
- updating late 2023). They give numerous examples of their successful company, writing books 
about their leading practice and difference. "a responsible company owes a return to their 
shareholders and stakeholders", and "there are four key stakeholders: employees, customers, 
communities, and nature", and "As customers learn more about the consequences of ravaging the 
natural world at our current pace, they will pressure companies to do far more quickly to reduce 
the damage they cause." The Precautionary Principle they mention as a critical concept to advance. 
They note consistently giving to small agile charities that others would not touch as regularly as 
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possible. They saw this as a cost of business, not a tax, but as their gift for being in business. They 
add, "In the face of Nature's silence, we have to honour the Precautionary Principle, now embedded 
into law in the European Union and other countries, that in the absence of scientific certainty, the 
burden of proof that a new product or technology is safe, now falls on business." This reverses the 
trend in place since the Industrial Revolution to "act now and deal with the consequences later." 
They encourage extra steps to closely follow supply chains, creating circular economy practices and 
not using GDP as the only barometer of social health and wealth. These all resonate as worthy 
principles for a thriving living economy. 

 
The framework for a truly RLE 
To better explain the foundations of an RLE, we submit two tables of lenses for use. Table 2 is 

the more traditionally applied concepts of ‘Responsible’ which were all that was needed up to 
around the turn of the 20th Century. Table 3 shows how these are required to be expanded to try to 
keep pace with the amazing phenomena of our time, the Industrial and Technological revolutions. 

 
Table 2. Ethical Design Lens considerations to create more ‘RLE’ sustainable futures. 

 
 
Using an Ethical Lens and a more advanced Responsible Lens 
Our updated table for using a responsible lens includes many methods to utilise accountable and 

responsible thinking that goes way beyond ethics. Many opportunities exist to put these in place 
though there is a general reluctance to install unproven measures that were not required before. 
These steps are precisely where honesty, integrity and transparency are essential to advance beyond 
the past practice of not discussing or intentionally hiding externalities. Obscuring the inevitable still 
requires you to face up to it at some point. Addressing it now creates better long-term results, 
satisfaction and comfort in knowing you’ve done your best. Yes, there are many things to consider, 
largely as too many bad habits are common, requiring concerted encouragement for positive change. 

Our definition of GEBP aligns with this process. This is a continuing process of following the 
best available references and ongoing improvements that include known environmental factors for 
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carbon, climate and environment to achieve the best result: Respect embodied energy, advance 
green walls and roofs, and ensure adequate green spaces; use as many facets of the RLE diagram as 
possible assists to gain the optimum result. 

 
Table 3. Responsible Lens considerations to create more ‘RLE’ sustainable futures. 

 
 
Electrify Everywhere: energy 
Easy-to-follow steps are available for homeowners to plan for future energy purchases to be 

electrical and enjoy significant savings over time. This process has been endorsed by the American 
and some Australian governments. It’s a great example of responsible thinking and actions combined 
(Griffith, 2022). We practise this in our local electorate with visions to grow globally (Electrify 
Mackellar, 2023; Rewiring Australia, 2023). 

 
A few leading buildings examples  
The Sydney Opera House is well known for its distinctive sail shape, beauty and history, yet few 

know it is a leading example of designing and employing new technology to air-conditioning and 
current events as well (Pitt, 2023). 

On a similar best practice track, with its innovative, interlocking, bolt-together building system, 
Buildonix has also fused its ethos with its business model: "To embed responsible and sustainable 
practices in daily life, engagement, adaptability, and intertwined approaches are necessary. 
Incentivising responsible behaviour, circular distribution, and community engagement are crucial 
… Sustainability should be engaging, adaptable, and enjoyable, fostering broad participation. 
Incentives should be utilised to encourage responsible approaches to materials and activities, 
including incentivised programs for circular distribution and community engagement," says their 
director in response to RLE (Buildonix, 2023). Their system and thinking have numerous beneficial 
components to build upon, that are recyclable and particularly easy to modify as needs change. This 
suits ever-changing climate, conditions and requirements. 
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RLE Connex benefits and challenges  
RLE is a fusion of awareness, discussion, education, development, adoption, legislation, 

monitoring and annual reviews. The greater collective needs to rationalise the whole situation, 
recognise scientific consensus and avoid stranded asset biases to formulate and follow their agendas, 
to support the common good with truly positive solutions. We know full well that many opinions 
and challenges exist (Boehnert, Sinclair and Dewberry, 2022; Bradshaw et al., 2021). They may 
encounter many obstacles, but ensuring your actions have long-term benefits for all life is the easy 
benchmark for future success. Keep it local, yet share good progress widely. 

5.  Conclusion 
It is reassuring to see that the opportunities to progress outweigh the negatives. Implementation, 
accountability and monitoring them can then be inspiring. We still need better transparency and 
integrity in politics and business, which is, thankfully, trending this way. The UN created the SDGs 
to cover many, but not all, of the inequalities and advances society needs. Literature reviews, 
research answers, and discussions have informed these conclusions. We have suggested one new 
omnibus Goal that fully incorporates the Responsible Living Economy and follows global ecological 
best practices confirming the biosphere's health is our shared wealth.  

The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) suggested governments take responsibility for 
pressing global issues. They made some progress. The SDGs realised the shortcomings of the MDGs 
and expanded the responsibility to Governments plus Industry and Business. Yet, there is still the 
explicit requirement to address major complex topics of runaway consumerism, population and the 
total costs of wars. If not, all the excellent progress will yield little return. At the halfway point, 
with the stakes so high, the SDGs will benefit from collaborative input and exigent actions from the 
entire global community. Positive action reduces climate anxiety. 

Focusing on Goal #13 should remain the priority. If we are to create any genuinely liveable future 
and avoid existential threats, the closely interrelated Goals #10, 14, 15 and 18 deserve similar 
following, implementation and resolution. As stated, some "prefer not to talk about sustainability: 
'Responsibility makes much more impact'." UN chief said, 27th July, 2023, The era of global warming 
has ended & “the era of global boiling has arrived” https://news.un.org/en/story/2023/07/1139162. 
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